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Employee Growth- A Four Day Course 
 

Job Evaluation  
Job Evaluation Practice for Fair Job Grading, Wage Structure and Accurate 
Job Descriptions that Deliver Great Results  
 
WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 
HR analyst, other human resource, organizational development and learning and 
development personnel that want to improve their job evaluation competency that they can 
get the very best results from their leadership, teams and colleagues in pursuit of the 
organization’s goals.  
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Job evaluation is a method for comparing different jobs to provide a basis for a grading and 
rational pay structure. Establishing and managing a framework for job evaluation, 
understanding all the roles in an organization and describing those roles through either job 
profiles or job descriptions is one of the critical cornerstones of any HR department, and it is 
crucial to design and define the right job roles that support the organization's goals and 
business objectives. Mastery of the job evaluation process allows organizations to effectively 
recruit, select, develop and reward their talent to ensure sustainable high performance and 
business growth.  
 
Job Evaluation is a proven and very practical approach to job evaluation practice that covers 
all aspects of the job evaluation process paying particular attention to job analysis and the 
construction of job descriptions for better job evaluation results.  
 
Information will be provided along with the key tools for performing Job Evaluations, 
developing and writing job descriptions and job profiles. Participants will have an opportunity to 
test ideas and establish what may work for them and the organization. This course will involve 
working in teams on practical case studies to gain detailed hands-on experience using tools 
and techniques for Job Evaluation that will be discussed throughout the course. 
 
The program takes a holistic view of job evaluation and introduces the delegate to the 
knowledge, skills and attitude required to confidently create, communicate, implement and 
job evaluation project for great results. 
 
The program is well researched, knowledge-based and designed with the individual learner 
at the centre of the learning process which means that the course is extremely interactive 
and practical. 
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 
By the end of this course delegates will be able to: 
 Determine job evaluation  
 Determine the key concepts and principals of job evaluation  
 Determine the job evaluation process and a practical approach to job analysis and the 

design and preparation of job descriptions  
 Determine how to effectively implement job evaluation 
 Practice new knowledge and skills before returning to work  
 Produce drive to self-develop in job evaluation 
 Produce positive impact on the overall performance of each delegate and the 

organization  
 
COURSE CONTENT 
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DAY 1 • JOB EVAULATION FUNDAMENTALS 
 
Job Evaluation 
 Organizational need for job analysis and evaluation 
 An introduction to job analysis and job evaluation 
 Definition of job evaluation 
 Understand the main components of Job Evaluation and how to establish a Job Evaluation 

framework 
 Know how to use Job Evaluations to understand job roles and accountabilities in the 

organization 
 Uses of job evaluation 
 Know the numerous different output formats of Job Evolution (such as role summary, job 

accountability statement, job descriptions, and job profiles) 
 The role of the job analyst 
 
Preparing a to carry out Job Evaluations 

 What to look for, who to speak to  

 Using Job Evaluation and competency based frameworks 
 
Structure of a Job Evaluation 

 Organizational Structure  

 Job based (Job Evaluation, Job Descriptions) 

 Person based (Skills, Competencies)  
 
Activity  

 Complete a Job Evaluation using Job Base or the Person Based approach  

 Compare the results and two approach as a group 
 
Summary and Feedback  

 Review the Job Evaluation process and theories used 

 Review the Job Based and Evaluation Based approach  
 
DAY 2 • JOB EVALUATION TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 
 
Learning Content 

 Job evaluation methodologies, Techniques and Processes 

 Job Analysis methodologies, Techniques and Processes 

 The Hay methodology, factor-based scheme, measuring the relative size of jobs within an 
organization; 

 The Hay Guide Chart Profile; 3 main elements, which are common to all jobs to one extent 
or another, 

 Know – How, level of knowledge, skill and experience (gained through job experience, 
education and training),  

 Scale and complexity of the job outcomes (accountability), 

 Problem Solving; complexity of thinking required, type of problems, (applying the Know – 
How). 

 Accountability; impact of the organization (the end result) and how the jobholder acts 
autonomously in achieving this. 

 
Structure of the three elements of Job Evaluation  
The three elements are broken down further into sub-elements: 
 
Know-How 
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 Depth & Range of Know-How 
 Planning & Organizing 
 Communicating & Influencing ('Human Relations Skills) 
 
Problem Solving 
 Thinking Environment 
 Thinking Challenge 
 
Accountability 
 Freedom to Act 
 Nature of Impact 
 Area of Impact (Magnitude) 
 
Activity  

 Compare the three element of Job Evaluation and the benefits of following this structured 
approach  

 As a group discuss the Hay ‘Guide Profile Scheme’ and how this applies to you 
organization. 
 

Summary and Feedback  

 Review the Job Evaluation tools and techniques  

 Review the approach and it benefit in you organization  
 
DAY 3 • JOB EVALUATION DEVELOPMENT 
 
Development of Job Evaluation in Job Descriptions and Job Profiles  

 Understand the step-by-step guide to developing job descriptions and job profiles 

 Develop the skills required to write job descriptions and person specifications 

 Understand how to use job families to simplify Job Evaluation 

 Understand the link between Job Evaluation to job evaluation and grading and 
performance management 

 Know best-practice to communicate the results of Job Evaluation to employees 

 Understand how to use Job Evaluation to improve organizational design and development  
 
Developing Job Evaluations into Job Description and Job Profiles 

 Applying Job Descriptions and Job Profiles to organizational goals  

 Using Job Descriptions and Job Profiles and a training tool 
 
Structure of a Job Descriptions and Job Profile  

 Job Descriptions and Job Profiles layout and presentations 

 Methods and techniques of preparing job description 

 Managing performance and conducting reviews of organization and structure using Job 
Descriptions and Job Profiles 

 
Activity 

 Review and compare different style and type of Job Descriptions and Job Profiles 

 Prepare a short presentation on the strength and weakness of the different types and 
styles of Job Descriptions and Job Profiles. 

 
Summary and Feedback 

 Developing Job Evaluation into Job Description and Job Profiles 

 The application of Job Descriptions and Job Profile against organizational goals 
 
DAY 4 • JOB EVALUATION PRACTICE 
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Review of key points from day 1 to 3 
 
Practical Exercise – carry out a full job evaluation (case studies to be given on the day) 

  
By the end of the day you should have: 

 
 Built up an understanding of the processes involved in Job Evaluation, carrying out Job 

Evaluations to develop and implement them into Job Descriptions and Job Profiles. 

 Used the tools and techniques discussed in the training session 

 Developed a Job Evaluation form and carried out a Job Evaluation using the case 
studies provided 

 Developed these into a Job Description and Job Profiles. 

 Developed your ideas and show understanding against the objective of the program and 
the 3 days training. 

 
The above practical activity will demonstrate and reinforce the participants understanding of 
the course and give the opportunity for practice in a controlled environment that is fully 
supported by the trainer. 
 
Key Learning Review 

 Group discussion and professional feedback to consolidate key learning. Delegates will 
leave the day with a list of development activities to improve their job evaluation 
competency back at work. 

 
IN ADVANCE 
Each delegate will be asked to complete a pre-course questionnaire to determine their 
individual learning objectives. These will be used by the trainer to give on track training that 
is focused on the individual learner attending. 
 
The most appropriate training format, content and approach for this course will be discussed 
with you prior to the start of your course.  
 
ON-TRACK FOR GROWTH 
The individual leaves this program with a personal action plan to encourage immediate 
transfer of training to the job.  
 
EVALUATION TO ENSURE CONSISTENT QUALITY 
All our courses are evaluated at Kirkpatrick’s Reaction and Learning levels as part of our 
quality control process as follows: 
 
Level 1- Reaction- Training Course Evaluation Form  
This training course evaluation form is used to maintain and improve the standards of our 
training courses. 
 
Level 2- Learning- Pre and Post Training Test 
The test is confidential and used to evaluate our training, not the delegate. The results help 
us answer the question “Did people learn what we wanted them to learn from the training?” 
This test is run at the beginning and at the end of this training course. 
 
The Whole Thing can help properly position and align all learning and development with 
business priorities to ensure that effective evaluation is possible. We encourage all our 
clients to agree measures prior to any intervention so that return on investment (ROI) and 
process gets attention. 
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Please contact The Whole Thing to explore the many ways that we can help you.  
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